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Abstract On 23 October 2015 at ~1732 UTC, the Airborne Detector for Energetic Lightning Emissions
(ADELE) flew through the eyewall of Hurricane Patricia aboard National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Hurricane Hunter WP-3D Orion, observing the first terrestrial gamma-ray flash (TGF) ever
seen in that context, and the first ever viewed from behind the forward direction of the main TGF gamma-ray
burst. ADELE measured 184 counts of ionizing radiation within 150 μs, coincident with the detection of a
nearby lightning flash. Lightning characteristics inferred from the associated radio signal and comparison of
the gamma-ray energy spectrum to simulations suggests that this is the first observation of a reverse beam of
positrons predicted by the leading TGF production model, relativistic runaway electron avalanches. This
paper presents the first experimental evidence of a previously predicted second component of gamma-ray
emission from TGFs. The brightest emission, commonly observed from orbit, is from the relativistic runaway
electron avalanche bremsstrahlung; the second, fainter component reported here is from the
bremsstrahlung of positrons propagating in the reverse direction. This reverse gamma-ray beam penetrates
to low enough altitudes to allow ground-based detection of typical upward TGFs from
mountain observatories.

Plain Language Summary We report the first observation of gamma-ray emission from lightning
within a hurricane eyewall, consistent with production by a downward beam of positrons.

1. Introduction

Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) are avalanches of relativistic electrons created in thunderstorm electric
fields that scatter off molecules in the Earth’s atmosphere and produce intense, submillisecond beams of
X-ray and gamma ray emissions routinely observed by detectors aboard satellites (Briggs et al., 2010;
Fishman et al., 1994; Marisaldi et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2005; Ursi et al., 2017), and occasionally from detectors
in the air (D. M. Smith et al., 2011), and on the ground (Abbasi et al., 2017; Bowers et al., 2017; Enoto et al.,
2017; Hare et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2015). Most TGFs are associated with positive intracloud (+IC) lightning
(Cummer et al., 2005; Stanley et al., 2006), and their observed energy spectra and radio emissions are consis-
tent with relativistic runaway electron avalanche (RREA) production at altitudes of 10–14 km (Cummer et al.,
2015; Dwyer et al., 2012; Dwyer & Smith, 2005; Dwyer & Uman, 2014; Shao et al., 2010). It is estimated that
worldwide ~1,000 TGFs capable of being observed by satellite occur per day (Briggs et al., 2013). Although
TGFs seem to occur in a small fraction of lightning (Smith et al., 2016), the radiation dose received from flying
through a TGF beam aboard a passenger jet can present a significant hazard to both individuals (Dwyer et al.,
2010) and avionics (Tavani et al., 2013) and is a motivation for the continued study of these high-energy
atmospheric phenomena.

We constructed a gamma-ray instrument to be deployed on aircraft to observe radiation from lightning. The
goal of these observations was to measure the brightness and energy spectra of nearby TGFs to compare to
models and satellite data. TGFs observed by satellites are consistent with simulations of an RREA process
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producing 1016–1019 gamma rays (Cummer et al., 2005; Dwyer et al., 2017;
Mailyan et al., 2016). Airborne observations provide an opportunity to dis-
cover if there exist TGFs too faint or low in the atmosphere to be seen by
satellites, as well as a means to observe TGFs from angles and positions
impossible from space.

2. Airborne Detector for Energetic Lightning Emissions
Mark II

The Airborne Detector for Energetic Lightning Emissions (ADELE) mark II
measures X-rays and gamma rays aboard aircraft flown into or above thun-
derstorm systems, to observe TGFs up close, and is more compact than the
original instrument (Smith et al., 2011). In 2014 and 2015 ADELE mark II
flew aboard National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s
WP-3D Orion during the Atlantic hurricane season, targeting thunderstorm
systems in hurricane rainbands (Cecil et al., 2002), and the increased eye-
wall lightning associated with the intensification of strong hurricanes
(Price et al., 2009).

The ADELE mark II instrument consists of three scintillation detectors. The
detectors are scintillators encapsulated with and mounted to a photomul-
tiplier tube inside a Mu-metal shielded housing. The three scintillators are
a 1 × 1″ (diameter × height) small plastic scintillator, a 5 × 5″ large plastic
scintillator, and a 3 × 3″ lanthanum bromide LaBr3(Ce) crystal.

The plastic detector photomultiplier tubes (Electron Tubes models 9272B
and 9275B with custom transistorized bases, for the 1 × 1″ and 5 × 5″ detectors, respectively) are powered
by an EMCO CA12N-5 High Voltage Power Supply that can source up to 0.8 mA at 1,250 V and require
5VDC to operate, provided by an Acopian Gold Box Linear Regulated AC-DC power supply V5GT200D-
5GT200DM. The LaBr3(Ce) detector is powered using an Ortec 296 ScinitiPack Photomultiplier Base.

Each detector is connected to one or more custom discriminator boards that split the input into four channels
that are converted to a low-voltage differential-signal (LVDS) output. Each channel is initially passed through a
clamping amplifier and inverter. The two channels corresponding to the lowest threshold undergo an addi-
tional stage of 10X amplification. Each channel is input into a discriminator circuit that converts the pulse into
a 5 V “time-above-threshold”LVDS signal. For each detector, one discriminator threshold was calibrated
directly using a known energy deposit from a 137CS radioactive source—the photopeak at 662 keV for the
LaBr3 detector, and the Compton shoulder below 478 keV for the plastic detectors. The linearity of the electro-
nics having been demonstrated using a pulser, and the approximate linearity of the light output of the scintil-
lators being well known, the remaining thresholds were set using tunable resistors to be desired multiples of
the calibrated channel. The calibration was verified using an additional source (152Eu, withmultiple lines up to
1.4MeV), andMonte Carlo simulations usingGEANT4 of the expected relative count rates among the channels.

The LVDS threshold signals are sent over twisted pair in a shielded Ethernet cable to a Virtex 6 ML605 devel-
opment board FPGA where the LVDS signal is digitized at 200 MHz (5 ns sampling intervals), and the number
of counts and deadtime counts per 50 μs is calculated. A count is any transition from the LVDS low state (0 V)
to the LVDS high state (5 V). A deadtime count is a 5 ns tick when the LVDS signal is in the high state. The total
number of sampling intervals within a 50 μs time bin is 10,000, and the fractional deadtime is the number of
deadtime counts divided by this number. The counts and deadtime counts per 50 μs interval are recorded
into 1 s packets and sent over Ethernet to a single board computer where the data packets are written to
external solid state drives.

The FPGA clock is conditioned by the pulse per second from a Garmin 15xH GPS OEM module and has an
absolute timing accuracy of 50 μs.

The lowest channel of the LaBr3 detector (>100 keV) was unusable due to noise, and the upper two channels
(>10 MeV,>15 MeV) were not usable after discovering that the ScintiPack photomultiplier base clips output
pulses above a threshold voltage corresponding to ~6 MeV.

Figure 1. Vertical cross section of radar reflectivity (dBZ) measured by the
X-band tail radar of NOAA’s WP-3D Orion during its first inbound pass
through Hurricane Patricia’s eyewall on 23 October 2015 at ~1730 UTC. The
yellow star indicates ADELE’s location during the TGF observation at 17:32:06
UTC at an altitude of 2.6 km, ~7.5 km away from the hurricane center at
18.167°N, 105.267°W; ±1, 6, 8, and 10m/s contours of the vertical component
of the wind velocity are shown in black/grey.
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3. A TGF in the Eyewall of Hurricane Patricia

On 23 October, ~1733 UTC, NOAA’s Hurricane Hunters’ WP-3D flew
through the center of Hurricane Patricia during meteorological reconnais-
sance (Figure 1). At 1732 UTC, at an altitude of ~2.6 km (Figure 2), within
100 μs of a nearby lightning flash (Figure 3), ADELE measured 184 counts
of ionizing radiation within 150 μs among its three scintillation detectors
(Figure 4 and Table 1).

At this time, Patricia had briefly become“the strongest hurricane on record
in either the eastern North Pacific or North Atlantic Basins”(Rogers et al.,
2015). This WP-3D pass through the eyewall occurred approximately
3.5 hr after peak intensity, in the middle of a 4-hr interval of intense light-
ning observed by theWorldwide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN); an
even more intense interval of lightning had occurred up to 1000 UTC,
during the period of most rapid intensification. This is the first reported
observation of a TGF associated with a hurricane eyewall, although TGFs
have been seen from a very wide range of storm types (Chronis et al.,
2016; Splitt et al., 2010). All previously observed TGFs associated with
tropical storms have been observed in the rainbands, predominately
during the strengthening phase of the storm (Roberts et al., 2016)

The characteristics of the radio signal from the nearby lightning flash
(Figure 5) indicate that this was a typical TGF, consistent with the current
interpretation of a beam of RREA electrons moving upward. The ratio of
the azimuthal and radial components of the measured magnetic field
was found to be consistent with the WWLLN and Earth Networks Total
Lightning Network identified signals in the hurricane eyewall. The polarity

of the radio signal is consistent with both +IC (intracloud) and +CG (cloud to ground) discharge processes,
but a few waveform characteristics suggest that +IC is more likely. One is the fairly low charge moment
change of 22 C km, which is three times smaller than the high peak current !CG that comes later, and
!CG flashes on average have lower charge moment changes than +CGs (Williams et al., 2007).
Additionally, the presence of two discrete pulses separated by about a millisecond that appear to come from
the same location is uncommon for +CGs but quite common for +ICs associated with TGFs, indicating an
ascending leader (Cummer et al., 2015).

The plastic scintillator and LaBr3 pulse widths are on the order of 100 and
250 ns, respectively. To calculate the deadtime-corrected count rate in
each detector channel (Table 1), we use the paralyzable model for dead-
time correction (Knoll, 2010). To produce a piled-up count in a given chan-
nel, two counts that would trigger the channel immediately below must
occur at the same time (since the spacing between channels is on the
order of a factor of 2). To estimate the number of piled-up counts in a
given detector channel, we multiply the deadtime fraction of the next
lowest detector channel (the ratio of deadtime counts to the total number
of possible counts per 50 μs interval) by the count rate in the same (next
lowest) detector channel. This gives a conservative estimate of the number
of counts within a detector channel due to pileup per 50 μs interval and is
<1 for the most active channel during the TGF.

In addition to an upward avalanche of electrons, RREA theory also predicts
a beam of positrons moving downward, produced by the interaction of
gamma rays with atomic nuclei (Dwyer, 2003, 2012). Both electron and
positron beams are expected to produce bremsstrahlung X-rays and
gamma rays in their direction of travel by colliding with atomic nuclei
(Figure 6), but only the bright upward gamma-ray beam produced by
the electrons has ever been observed from a TGF. In the feedback model

Figure 2. Horizontal cross section of radar reflectivity at 10 km inside
Hurricane Patricia showing eyewall structure and reported lightning
locations during the TGF observation. The yellow star indicates the location of
ADELE at 17:32:06.401UTC. The red ellipse shows the RMS location
uncertainty for a flash recorded by the World Wide Lightning Location
Network (WWLLN) at 17:32:06.401UTC. The black asterisks show locations of
two flashes located by Earth Networks at 17:32:06.401 and 17:32:06.402UTC,
with location uncertainties comparable to the ellipse shown for WWLLN.
The dashed circles show the footprint at the plane’s altitude of 2.6 km from
downwardbeamsoriginating at 10 kmwith openinghalf angles of 20 and 45°.

Figure 3. Associated radio waveform recorded by a very low frequency
sensor at Duke University. The time of the radio signal is shown for an
observation made at the aircraft. This is inferred from the observed signal
time at the Duke very low frequency sensor minus 10.82 ms corresponding
to the speed of light propagation time over a propagation distance of
3,242.5 km, corresponding to the WGS-84 distance from the aircraft to the
Duke sensor. The red vertical bar shows the time of the TGF observation at
the aircraft. The TGF observation being within 100 μs of the start of the
radio signal is consistent with the definition of “simultaneity”from
(Connaughton et al., 2013).
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Figure 4. Raw count rate data of the Hurricane Patricia TGF observed by ADELE showing scintillation counts per 50 μs in
ADELE’s 15 integral energy channels: (top) 1 × 1″ plastic scintillator, (middle) 5 × 5″ plastic scintillator, and (bottom)
3 × 3″ lanthanum bromide (LaBr3) scintillator. About 184 unique counts were observed within the 150 μs indicated by the
vertical dashed lines.

Table 1
Raw Count and Deadtime Count for Each ADELE Detector’s Energy Channel Recorded Over 150 μs Duration of TGF

Channel 17:32:06.40130 17:32:06.40135 17:32:06.40140 Total

Counts Deadtime counts Counts Deadtime counts Counts Deadtime counts Counts Deadtime counts

SmPl
>67 keV 0 0 4 33 1 8 5 41
>354 keV 0 0 2 13 1 4 3 17
>722 keV 0 0 2 10 1 2 3 12
>1,800 keV 0 0 2 5 0 0 2 5

LgPl
>74 keV 18 289 99 1,890 3 24 120 2,203
>357 keV 8 100 54 639 1 4 63 743
>794 keV 7 85 40 488 0 0 47 573
>3,586 keV 4 23 20 120 0 0 24 143

LaBr3
>415 keV 7 133 51 1,187 1 13 59 1,333
>662 keV 6 80 41 599 1 10 48 689
>1,060 keV 5 61 38 515 1 5 44 581
>1,980 keV 3 46 30 553 0 0 33 599
>4,980 keV 2 16 18 210 0 0 20 226

Note. The timestamps correspond to the beginning of the 50 μs time bin.
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of TGFs (Dwyer, 2008), it is the downward positron beam that is responsi-
ble for the enormous brightening of TGFs by seeding new electron ava-
lanches at the bottom of the avalanche region, but the reverse positron
beam is an intrinsic part of every RREA avalanche regardless of whether
feedback is significant —it relies only on the unavoidable process of pair
production by gamma rays inside the avalanche region, and can be absent
only if the region is extremely small Upward positron beams have been
observed from lightning discharges (Briggs et al., 2011), but these are a
by-product of the TGF photon interactions in the outer layers of Earth’s
atmosphere above the thunderstorm, whereas the downward positron
beam is a direct product of the interactions in the TGF’s high-electric-field
production region.

4. Monte Carlo Simulations of TGF Positron Interactions

To compare our observations to a typical TGF seen from satellite, assuming
an RREA production mechanism, the energy spectra of counts recorded
within the 150 μs were compared to Monte Carlo simulations using
GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006, 2016) of ADELE’s
response to the downward beam of positron bremsstrahlung produced
from an upward TGF occurring at altitudes 8, 10, and 12 km. In each simu-
lation, several billion gamma rays with the energy and angular distribution
expected from an RREA TGF positron beam (Figure 7) were released at the
specified altitude and allowed to propagate through and interact with a
mass model of the atmosphere, and the resulting radiation field produced
at the planes altitude of 2.6 km was captured. The input distributions
(Figure 7) come from simulations of TGFs using the Reletivstic Electron
Avalanche Model (REAM) discussed in Dwyer (2003, 2007). The energy
distribution for the positron bremsstrahlung is closely approximated by
the functional form (red dotted line) f(E) ~ exp(!E0/(E0

0.85 ! E0.85))/E,
where E0 = 100 MeV. The energy distribution for the full avalanche model
is closely approximated by the functional form (black dotted line)
f(E) ~ exp(!E/6.3 MeV)/E. The ratio of upward gammas from the full
avalanche to downward gammas from positron bremmstrahlung is
~180. The solid angle distribution follows the intrinsic beam shape from
the REAM simulations, and for the positron bremmstrahlung is beamed
narrowly downward (toward 180°). This simulation assumed an electric
field strength of 400,000 kV/m (sea level equivalent).

For each simulated RREA source altitude, a mass model of ADELE in the
NOAA aircraft was positioned at several radial distances from the nadir

of the downward positron beam at 0 degrees. The radiation field captured from the first stage of the
simulation was then allowed to scatter and be absorbed in the instrument and aircraft. The shape of
the simulated spectra in all three detectors closely resembles the observed spectra (Figure 8).

5. TGF Spectra Comparison (Downward e+, Upward e!, and Upward
e! Backscatter)

To test the hypothesis that our observation was from the bremsstrahlung of the downward positron beam of
an upward TGF, and not from another TGF source or orientation, we considered a tripole charge structure
with a main negative region extending from 5 to 8 km, with lower and upper positive regions at 5 and
8 km, respectively. In this scenario it is plausible for either an upward TGF to occur near 8 km associated with
a +IC discharge, or a downward TGF to occur near 5 km associated with a !IC discharge. It is also possible, if
the tripole charge structures were inverted, that an upward TGF could occur near 5 km associated with a +IC
between the lower negative and main positive. We compared the shape of the gamma-ray spectrum

Figure 5. Comparison of radio signal waveforms from lightning flashes
detected by the Duke very low frequency sensor. Lightning characteristics
are inferred from the fast (~5 periods in 500 μs) and slow (trailing pulse with
~2 ms duration) signals in the waveform. The leading sign of the slow
signal unambiguously identifies the polarity of the event: A negative leading
slow signal indicates a negative charge moving upwards. Two fast signals in
rapid succession are very typical of an intracloud lightning event. (top,
black) Radio signal from the lightning flash coincident with the hurricane
Patricia TGF observation. (red) Radio signal from a lightning flash coincident
with a Fermi satellite TGF observation, located at a comparable distance to
the Duke sensor as Hurricane Patricia. (blue) Radio signal from a !CG
lightning flash observed in Hurricane Patricia. (green) Radio signal from
typical lightning flash in Hurricane Patricia. The currents listed above each
flash are NLDN-equivalent peak current estimates, derived from
Duke very low frequency data with a standard error of 30% as described in
(Lu et al., 2011).
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produced at 2.6 km from (a) the bremsstrahlung from the downward
electron beam of a reverse TGF at 5 km, (b) the electron backscatter
from an upward TGF at 4 km (the highest altitude that produced sig-
nificant counts in our simulated detector), with no reverse positron
beam, and (c) the bremsstrahlung from a reverse positron beam gen-
erated by an upward TGF as predicted by RREA at 8 km (Figure 9).

The spectral shape from a reverse positron beam is seen to be harder
(more counts at higher energies) than that from the direct electron
beam, but the spectra are similar enough that with the number of
counts we observed, without lightning polarity information from the
radio observation (Figures 3 and 5), we would likely not distinguish
the two cases. We rely on the radio polarity primarily, and the implied
need for an unusual charge structure secondarily, to rule out a
downward TGF.

For the tripole charge structure considered, the electron backscatter
from an upward TGF at 8 km (with no downward positron beam) is
undetectable. At 4 km (an unrealistic source altitude for this model),
the electron backscatter from an upward TGF (with no downward
positron beam) could not reproduce the observed energy spectra,
the backscattered spectra being much softer than what was observed
(see Figure 9).

6. TGF Source Altitude: Meteorological Evidence

The simulated spectra (Figure 7) are similar for the source altitudes
considered and all energies below 10 MeV. This is due to a balance between the increasing loss of low energy
gamma rays due to absorption and the increasing production of low energy gamma rays from the down-
scattering of high-energy gammas to lower energies as the amount of atmosphere between the instrument
and the TGF increases. The simulated spectra begins to differ for energies above 10MeV for different altitudes
and angles, as seen in the >5 MeV channel for LaBr3, but not enough to constrain the likely TGF source alti-
tude based on the statistical uncertainties of these measurements (Gehrels, 1986).

Detailed meteorological observations of a storm system that produced a TGF observed by satellite in 2008
found the associated +IC leader occurred at an altitude corresponding to a region of radar reflectivity between

Figure 6. Monte Carlo simulation of an upward TGF in Earth’s atmosphere at
10.5 km showing gamma-ray bremsstrahlung emissions (red) from upward
electrons (A), downward positrons (B), and backscattered gamma rays originally
from upward-moving electrons (C). The yellow/blue tracks are secondary
electrons/positrons. Plane shown at an observation angle θ.

Figure 7. (left) Energy and (right) angular distribution of gamma rays produced by the bremsstrahlung of a full TGF RREA
avalanche (black) and the downward positrons only (red). The dotted lines show the functional forms for energy
distributions provided in text.
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20 and 25 dBZ (Lu et al., 2010). From the vertical radar reflectivity measurements (Figure 1), this range of reflec-
tivity corresponds to a range of altitudes between 8 and 10 km. However, it should be noted that the TGF likely
occurred out of the plane of the vertical measurement where the reflectivity profile may have been different.

In situ observations of electrical activity in hurricane eyewalls indicate that the supercooled cloud water con-
tent necessary for electrification increases for vertical velocities ≳5.0m/s (Black & Hallett, 1999), indicating that
lightning discharges during our observation weremost likely in the eyewall tower above the aircraft (Figure 1).

TGFs have predominately been observed to occur coincident with +IC lightning, as an upward negative lea-
der from the main negative charge region approaches the upper positive region. The boundary between the
upper positive and main negative, where the TGF source region is likely to occur, is associated with the alti-
tude where the temperature equals the so-called “charge reversal temperature,”between !20 and !10 °C
(Saunders & Peck, 1998; Takahashi, 1978). This isotherm can therefore serve as a meteorological indicator
of a likely TGF source region. Temperature versus altitude profiles from dropsonde data taken during the
Tropical Cyclone Intensity (TCI) experiment (Bell et al., 2016) inside Hurricane Patricia on 23 October at
2000UTC are shown in Figure 10. The charge reversal temperature inside the eyewall is shown to occur
between 8 and 10 km. Although we cannot say anything definitive about the temperature profile during
the TGF observation at 1736UTC, because the temperature profile is seen to be warmer in the inner eyewall
compared to the outer rainbands, it is plausible that the temperature profile earlier would have been similar
or warmer, leading to a comparable or higher altitude for the charge reversal temperature region.

Figure 8. Number of deadtime corrected scintillator counts observed by ADELE (black circles) in each detector. The colored
symbols (square, cross, and diamond) for comparison are simulated counts from a Monte Carlo simulation of ADELE
at an altitude of 2.6 km, below the downward positron beam of an upward pointing TGF at an altitude of 8, 10, and 12 km.
The colors indicate the angular offset of ADELE at 2.6 kmwith respect to the nadir of the positron beam. The vertical bars on
the observed counts are the 84% confidence limits in the observed counts (Gehrels, 1986). The horizontal bars
correspond to the widths of the energy channels in the detectors.
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7. Conclusions

From our observations and the simulated response of ADELE in the
downward positron beam of a TGF, we can infer the total number
of gamma rays >1 MeV produced by the TGF for a given range of
source altitudes and observation angles and compare to the range
of total gamma rays >1 MeV produced by TGFs that have been
observed by satellites (Mailyan et al., 2016; Figure 11). Mailyan’s paper
reports TGF brightness in terms of the total number of electrons
>1 MeV produced by each TGF, which we convert to equivalent total
number to gamma rays >1 MeV using the ratio 0.29 TGF gammas
(> 1 MeV) per TGF electron (>1 MeV) based on results from the REAM
simulation code (Dwyer, 2007).

For angles relatively far from the nadir (which are more likely both by pure
geometry and placement of the high-reflectivity parts of the eyewall in
Figure 2), the total number of inferred gamma-rays is consistent with
ordinary TGFs seen from space, just as the current moment of the slow
component of the sferic was (Figure 5). Although we cannot constrain
the TGF source altitude from the radio measurements or observed
gamma-ray spectra (see section 5), it is plausible, from comparing high-
resolution simulations of the charge structure evolution of electrically
active hurricanes (Fierro et al., 2015) to previously observed charge struc-
tures of TGF source regions, that the TGF occurred between 8 and
12 km, which is also consistent with simultaneous radar measurements
of the cloud reflectivity during the observation, and later dropsonde mea-

surements of the eyewall temperature profile at 2000 UTC (see section 6). A source region below 8 km, but
above the airplane, would indicate a TGF too dim to be observed by satellite.

Figure 10. (left) Path of dropsondes in Hurricane Patricia during the TCI experiment on 23 October 2015 at 2000 UTC, overplotted on GOES13 14.7 μm image data
taken at 194519 UTC (image data shifted 0.83° in longitude to compensate for viewing parallax). (right) Temperature profiles versus altitude from dropsonde
data. The !20 °C charge reversal temperature is indicated by the vertical dotted line. The data and trajectory for an individual dropsonde are identified by the
combination of a unique line color and style.

Figure 9. The spectra at 2.6 km produced by (A) the direct electron (e!)
beam from a downward TGF at 5 km, (B) the electron backscatter from an
upward TGF at 4 km (with no positron beam), and (C) the reverse positron
(e+) beam from an upward TGF at 8 km. ADELE’s integral energy channel
thresholds are shown by the vertical dashed lines (plastic detectors,
find-dashed orange; LaBr3, dashed blue).
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The simulated spectra from a downward TGF above the airplane (requiring
a !IC discharge) is also consistent with our observations but is ruled out
based on the radio polarity. The simulated spectrum from the backscatter
of an upward TGF without a downward beam of positrons (Figure 9c) is
found to be too soft and cannot reproduce the observed counts at high
energies (see section 5). We therefore conclude that the most likely sce-
nario is that the TGF reverse positron beam, never before observed but
predicted by RREA theory, is indeed present.

One implication of this observation and the simulations we preformed is
that the upward TGFs often seen from space may be much more easily
observable from the ground, particularly from high altitudes, than has pre-
viously been assumed. We establish relatively normal TGFs as events that
can pierce Earth’s atmosphere almost from top to bottom. There was no
shortage of counts in this event, which was probably a typical upward
TGF, and mountaintops higher than the 2.6 km altitude of the aircraft dur-
ing this event are not uncommon. In fact, using the attenuation formula for
RREA gamma rays from D. M. Smith et al. (2010) of 45 g/cm2 for each
e-folding in number of counts, our 184-count TGF at 2.6 km would have
given 20 counts, still easily detectable above background, at a 1.6 km
mountain station. Because the positron bremsstrahlung gamma rays are
higher in energy and more penetrating than the electron bremsstrahlung
spectrum considered in that work, this is in fact an underestimate. The
primary obstacle to frequent observations of this type is the much smaller
footprint of the TGF beam on the ground compared to its footprint in low
Earth orbit.

This paper presents clear evidence that TGFs can be observed in two ways:
one, where the observation is made in front of the forward direction of the

RREA bremsstrahlung, as is likely the case for all satellite observations made to date (Briggs et al., 2010;
Fishman et al., 1994; Marisaldi et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2005; Ursi et al., 2017), and all observations seen from
the ground where the forward direction of the RREA bremsstrahlung is beamed downward (Abbasi et al.,
2017; Bowers et al., 2017; Enoto et al., 2017; Hare et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2015), and second, where the obser-
vation is made from behind the forward direction of the RREA bremsstrahlung, where it is possible to observe
positron bremsstrahlung from the reverse positron beam created by the forward electron RREA.
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